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Introduction
Existing statistical models
Quantumlike theory and simulations
-

Basic formalism
Zonostrophic instability and analytic model of predator-prey oscillations
Propagating coherent structures: necessary conditions, NLSE, binding energy
Non-propagating coherent structures: pseudo-Hermiticity, formal equilibria
Tertiary instability: Rayleigh–Kuo criterion and the critical wavenumber

Extension to other turbulent systems

It is convenient to consider inhomogeneous turbulence as
an effective quantumlike plasma.
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Zonal flows in plasmas and neutral fluids

ZFs are banded shear flows spontaneously
generated by 2D turbulence in plasmas and fluids.
The (generalized) Hasegawa-Mima equation is a
simple model that captures the ZF formation from
drift-wave (DW) and Rossby-wave turbulence:

Btw pẑ  ∇ϕq  ∇w
w

β Bx ϕ  Q

 p∇2  âqϕ, β  By N or By Ωz
âDW  1, âZF  0

In the absence of forcing and dissipation (Q  0),
the energy E and enstrophy Z are conserved.
E

{

Hasegawa and Mima (1977); Krommes and Kim (2000); Hammett et al. (1993)
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Statistical theories of turbulence for the Hasegawa-Mima model

Weak-turbulence WKE: statistically homogeneous turbulence, no phase locking.
9

Nk



³

d2p d2q δ pk  p  qqδ pωk  ωp  ωpqr|M pp, qq|2NpNq  2M pp, qqM pp, kqNkNps

Quasilinear WKE for inhomogeneous turbulence (tWKE): intuitive but assumes
λDW ! λZF, fails to conserve the total enstrophy, and misses essential physics.
Smolyakov and Diamond (1999); Diamond et al. (2005); Krommes and Kim (2000); Trines et al. (2005) . . .

BNk  tH, N u, BU  » kxky BNk d2k,
k
Bt
Bt
p1 kK2 q2 By

H

 kxU pt, yq 

βkx
1 kK2

CE2: a quasilinear model that is more accurate but cumbersome and not intuitive.
Farrell and Ioannou (2003); Marston et al. (2008); Tobias et al. (2011); Srinivasan and Young (2012); Parker and Krommes (2014)

¯ 2 1 B 2qBxΨ  r2β  pŪ 2 Ū 2 qsBȳ By BxΨ  0
BtW pU  UqBxW  pŪ 2  Ū2 qp∇

4 y
Btp1  Bȳ2qU pȳ, tq  Bȳ By BxΨp0, 0, |ȳ, tq
¯ 2 By Bȳ 1 B 2qp∇
¯ 2  By Bȳ 1 B 2qΨpx, y |ȳ, tq
W px, y |ȳ, tq  p∇
4 ȳ
4 ȳ
WKE = wave kinetic equation; CE2 = “second-order cumulant expansion” (a.k.a. “stochastic structural stability theory”, or SSST)
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A quantumlike approach leads to a simpler and systematic theory

Btw̃ U Bxw̃ rβ  pBy2U qsBxϕ̃  ṽ  ∇w̃  ṽ  ∇w̃
BtU By ṽxṽy  0, w̃  p∇2  1qϕ̃, ṽ  ẑ  ∇ϕ̃
Quasilinear approximation: neglect the nonlinear term in the equation for w̃. The
result is understood as the Schrödinger equation for DW quanta (“driftons”):
iBt |w̃y  Ĥ |w̃y ,

Ĥ

 k̂xÛ  k̂xpβ  Û 2qp1

k̂K2 q2,

k̂  i∇

- This Hamiltonian is different from the one that is commonly assumed. It is not
Hermitian, so the approximation of an action-conserving WKE is misleading.
- To obtain the true WKE, we derive the von Neumann equation for the density
operator Ŵ  |w̃y xw̃| and then project it on py, ky q using the Weyl transform.
iBtŴ

 rĤH , Ŵ s

irĤA, Ŵ s

For an extension beyond the quasilinear approximation, see Ruiz et al., arXiv:1803.10817 (very old version; the new version is under review).
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Weyl transform, Moyal brackets, and the geometrical-optics limit
1.0

The Weyl transform maps Hermitian operators to
real functions of phase-space coordinates px, kq:
Â

³

ÞÑ Apx, kq  xx
x̂

Ŵ

Ø x,

k̂

Ø k,

0.5

-4

2

-2

-0.5

s{2|Â|x  s{2y eiks dns

f px̂, k̂q

Ø f px , k q

4

-1.0

O p1{kLq

ÞÑ W px, kq – real “quasiprobability distribution” of quanta (Wigner function).
Ð

Ñ

Ð

Ñ

The Weyl image of ÂB̂ can be expressed in terms of L̂  B x  B k  B k  B x applied
to A and B. This allows expansions in the GO parameter   λ{L, since L̂  Opq.
ÂB̂

ÞÑ A  B  AeiL̂{2B  AB

itA, B u{2

...

GO
irÂ, B̂ s ÞÑ ttA, B uu  2A sinpL̂{2qB Ñ
tA, B u
GO
rÂ, B̂ s ÞÑ rrA, B ss  2A cospL̂{2qB Ñ
2AB
Wigner (1932); Moyal (1949); Tracy et al. (2014)
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Wigner–Moyal theory is a simple and intuitive alternative to CE2.

The “Wigner–Moyal” formulation has an intuitive Hamiltonian structure. Unlike
in optical turbulence, the Hamiltonian looks nothing like the electron Hamiltonian.

BW̄  ttH , W̄ uu rrH , W̄ ss, BU  B »
H
A
Bt
Bt By
HH

 pxU  1βkkx 2

K

1
2
rr
U , kx{p1
2

kKqss,
2

1
kK2

1

HA

 kxky W̄  1

1

 12 ttU 2, kx{p1

d2k
kK2 p2π q2
kKquu,
2

Connection to wave kinetics: improved WKE (iWKE),
W̄ pt, y, kq  W̄ pt, y, kq; conserves both E and Z.

BW̄  tH , W̄ u
H
Bt
HH

 kx U 

2HAW̄ ,

BU  B » kxky W̄ d2k
Bt By p1 kK2 q2 p2πq2

k x pβ  U 2 q
,
1 kK2

HA



U 3 kx ky
 p1 k2 q2
K

The fundamental Rayleigh–Kuo parameter U 2{β appears in iWKE but not in tWKE.
Ruiz et al., PoP (2016); Parker, JPP (2016); Zhu et al., PoP (2018)
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Zonostrophic instability is a linear instability of drifton plasma.

The zonostrophic instability (i.e., the spontaneous formation of ZFs in homogeneous
turbulence) can be calculated like a linear instability of effective quantum plasma.
The conventional four-mode theory is subsumed as the cold limit.
W̄ pt, y, kq
Apkqe

γ



»

2

 W0pkq
iay

W1 e

γt iqy

 B pkqeiby  A

,

b Ba e

qkx2 ky

d k
2
2
p2πq2 γkD,
q kD,q

U

2iβqkxky

 U1eγt

ipa bqy



1

iqy

Aq

,
q

kD

1

2

kx

2

ky

 Apkx, ky  q{2q

2

2
kD,
q

2

,

W0,q



Ruiz et al., PoP (2016) vs Trines et al., PRL (2005); cf. Parker (2014), Srinivasan and Young (2012)
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ZI simulations: (i) W̄ is informative; (ii) PPO are not generic

2
At q 2 À ρ
s , Wigner–Moyal and iWKE simulations agree and are understood by
analyzing drifton phase space. The zonostrophic instability saturates monotonically.

2
At q 2 Á ρ
s , the Wigner function can be hard to interpret. However, its “messiness”
is useful as an indicator of when the geometrical-optics (GO) approximation fails.

Earlier WKE-based simulations of “predator-prey oscillations” missed essential
physics. Actually, PPO occur only when GO is inapplicable. Analytic model?..
Zhu et al., PRE (2018); Zhu et al., PoP (2018); cf. Malkov et al. (2001); Diamond et al. (2005)
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Assuming that U
pt, yq  uptq cos qy and that
³
Wλpt, kx, ky q  W̄ pt, y, kx, ky qeiλy dy has only
9 significant peaks, one has a closed set of ODEs.
Assuming that DWs are monochromatic initially
and up8q  0, there is an analytic solution,
2
which also agrees with simulations at q 2 Á ρ
s :
uptq  pγ {kxq sech γt,

u2max

 Eq2{p1

kx2 q

But why are there no oscillations in WM simulations and DNS at lower q 2?
 4MT = “four-mode theory” [ZF p0, qq + DW pkx, nqq, n  0, 1]; cf. Connaughton et al. (2010); Gallagher et al. (2012); Jenko (2006) ...
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Applicability of the four-mode theory (4MT)



BtWλpt, kx, ky q  iβkx k2 1  k2 1 Wλ,0
 D, λ2 D,λ

q
q2
ikx U
ikx U

1
W


1
Wλq, q
λq,q
2
2
k2
k2
D, λ2q
D, 2q λ


2
q
q2
ikx U
ikx U
Wλ q, q  2
1 k 2
1 k2
2
D, λ 2q

D,2q λ

Wλ

q,q

Á kD2 , coupling with high k is weak, 4MT is OK even for the nonlinear stage.
2
At q 2 ! kD
, there are waves in the W̄ spectrum. Modeling them as? effective
dissipation of sidebands explains the monotonic growth, u  pγ {kxqeτ {2 sech τ .

At q 2

Amendment: driftons are conserved but end up with larger k and thus lower energy.
This explains why ZFs receive more energy, u2max  E vs u2max  Eq 2{p1 kx2 q.

yet to be published
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Propagating coherent structures: background

Propagating coherent structures (PCS) are
seen in simulations and experiments.
Existing theories: ad hoc solutions, no basic
theory (qualitative dynamics, link to ZI...),
often assume that viscosity is critical.
- Studies of the Hasegawa–Mima equation
Guo et al. (2009); Jovanovic et al. (2010); Krasheninnikov (2016) ...
- WKE studies: fluid nonlinearities (kinks only)
Smolyakov et al. (2000); Itoh et al. (2005) ...

- WKE studies: BGK-like modes
Kaw et al. (2002); Singh et al. (2014) ...

Can we describe PCS using the same
quantumlike machinery as stationary ZFs?
Seek to produce a simple theory with as few
fitting parameters as possible (no dissipation).
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Weakly nonlinear structures have velocities close to linear vg .

Drifton beams (may appear naturally near the primary-instability threshold) carry
modes with vg  vbeam. Quasimonochromatic pulses are governed by the NLSE:
iBtw̃c

 pĤ0

ĤU qw̃c,

Ĥ0

 ω pBky ωqpiBy q pBk2y ωqpiBy q2,

ĤU

 kxU

BU  kxky Bx|w̃c|2y , B  v B , w̃  ψeiωt ñ U   x|ψ|2y
g
c
Bt 2p1 k2q2 By
Bt
By
4β

 Bψ
1 B vg B 2 ψ
2βkxky
B
ψ
kx
2
i
vg
x|
ψ
|
y
ψ

0,
v

g
Bt
By
2 B ky B y 2
4β
p1 k 2 q2
A modulational instability develops at q 2
yet to be published; cf. Jovanovic et al. (2010); Guo et al. (2009)

 q2  rkx{p2βvg1 qsx|ψ|2y.
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NLSE vs Hasegawa–Mima equation for quasimonochromatic waves
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Solitons

For drift waves monochromatic in kx, the soliton structure is as follows:
ψ



?

2 2βq
1 k2

d

1

4ky2
1

k

sechrq py  vg tqs e
2

iϑt

,

ϑ





4ky2
βkxq 2
1
2
2
p1 k q
1 k2

These solitons have velocity v  vg . The true v decreases with the drifton density.
Unlike in electron BGK waves, driftons attract, causing self-trapping. A soliton is
a “drifton condensate” with binding energy (frequency) ε  kx|ϕ|2{r4β p1 kx2 q2s.

Propagating coherent structures are stationary only approximately.
yet to be published
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Non-propagating equilibria: more flexible than BGK modes

By definition, W̄ py, kq  W̄ py, kq. In the GO limit, W

 W̄ {pβ  U 2q satisfies

B
U
B
B
W
kxky W̄ d2k

t
HH , W u ñ 0 

0
Bt
Bt By p1 kK2 q2 p2πq2
W  f rkx, HH py, kx, ky qs f rkx, HH py, kx, ky qs, any f will do
»

cf. Kaw et al. (2002); Singh et al. (2014)

 ωw̃, Ĥ  k̂xÛ  k̂xpβ  Û 2qp1 k̂2q2
If BtU  0, one has Ĥ Q̂  Q̂Ĥ : with Q̂  β  U 2.
Ĥ w̃

2
- At Umax
β, this makes the drifton Hamiltonian is
Q̂-pseudo-Hermitian. @U, Ŵ  Ŵ Q̂1 satisfies
iBtŴ

 rĤ, Ŵ s ñ

ωi tr Ŵ

0 ñ

ωi

0

2 ¡ β, pseudo-Hermiticity is broken, so some
- At Umax
eigenvalues may be complex (and they are; see next).
 Mostafazadeh (2002) ; also see PT

symmetry, e.g., in Bender (2005); El-Ganainy et al. (2018)
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Stability of (laminar) sinusoidal zonal flows. Tertiary instability

The spectrum is studied obtained by extending and correcting Kuo’s results (1949)
on the stability of sheared flows in geophysics. Assuming U  U0 cos qy:



2

d
dy 2

 p1

2
kx



U2  β

q  U  ω {k

φ
x

0 ñ

γTI

 |kxU0|



1

1

kx2
q2

d

1

β2
U02q 4

This “tertiary instability” (as termed by some) develops if U0q 2 ¡ β and q 2
This instability does not exist within GO, so it is not captured by WKE.

¡ ρs 2.

As seen from our previous results, this and other classic Kelvin-Helmholtz-type
instabilities can be attributed to breaking of perturbations’ pseudo-Hermiticity.

Zhu et al., arXiv:1805.02233; cf. St-Onge (2017); Numata et al. (2007); Kim and Diamond (2002) , but not Rogers et al. (2000) . . .
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The Wigner–Moyal approach is not limited to DW turbulence

A quantumlike approach to inhomogeneous turbulence eliminates the need for
cumbersome ad hoc calculations and naturally leads to Hamiltonian equations.
Wave function:
.
Density operator Ŵ  ψψ ::
Moyal eqn for the Wigner tensor:
Average & fluctuations:
Averaged kinetics:
“Collision operator”:
Collisionless (quasilinear) model:
Typical Hamiltonian:

iBtψ

 Ĥψ, Ĥ  ĤpH q iĤpAq
iBtŴ  rĤpH q, Ŵ s irHpAq, Ŵ s
BtW  ttHpH q, W uu rrHpAq, W ss

 W̄ δW, H  H̄ δH
BtW̄  ttH̄pH q, W̄ uu rrH̄pAq, W̄ ss C
C  xttδHpH q, δW uu rrδHpAq, δW ssy
W

BtW̄  ttH̄pH q, W̄ uu rrH̄pAq, W̄ ss
Ĥ  H0px, k; U q, U  Ĝ W̄

Such equations are known also from quantum plasmas, so it is useful to
approach inhomogeneous-turbulence theory as a branch of plasma physics.
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Summary

The Wigner–Moyal formulation of inhomogeneous DW turbulence is proposed as a
simpler and more intuitive alternative to CE2, also with a link to wave kinetics.

Unlike in optical turbulence, the drifton Hamiltonian is unusual (even nonHermitian), and the resulting dynamics is not captured adequately by the WKE.
We report the first consistent phase-space simulations and analytic modeling of
basic effects related to the formation/deterioration of zonal flows in DW turbulence.
Similar modeling is also possible in problems of other types, e.g., turbulent dynamo.
Inhomogeneous turbulence can be viewed as an effective plasma
that consists of waves treated as quantumlike particles.
Ruiz et al., PoP (2016); Zhu et al., PRE (2018); Zhu et al., PoP (2018); Zhu et al., arXiv:1805.02233; Ruiz et al., arXiv:1803.10817.
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